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NEWS

Nine Attorneys Recognized By Leading Lawyers
CHICAGO, IL (September 2017) – Nine lawyers from Clifford Law Offices have been named to
Leading Lawyer’s “Leading Personal Injury Plaintiff's Lawyers” list.
“Leading Lawyers have been recommended by their peers to be among the TOP LAWYERS in
the areas of practice noted on this website. Less than 5% of all lawyers licensed in each state
have received the distinction of Leading Lawyer,” states Leading Lawyers on their website.
Leading Lawyers adds, “The list of Leading Lawyers that appears on this site is the result of
contact with thousands of lawyers in a given state. In surveys mailed to all lawyers in that state,
we ask them which of their peers they believe comprise the top lawyers within their respective
region and/or area(s) of law. Only those lawyers who are most often recommended, and later
approved by our Advisory Board, are selected as Leading Lawyers.”
The following nine Clifford Law Offices attorneys' have been recommended by their peers to be
among the top lawyers in Illinois:










Richard F. Burke, Jr.
Robert P. Walsh, Jr.
Robert A. Clifford
Kevin P. Durkin
Michael S. Krzak
Susan A. Capra
Keith A. Hebeisen
Colin H. Dunn
Shannon M. McNulty

Lawyers cannot buy their way onto the list of Leading Lawyers.
“My partners and I are proud to be considered leaders within the legal community,” Robert A.
Clifford says. He adds, “Being recognized by Leading Lawyers as a leading plaintiff lawyer in
the state of Illinois is truly an honor.”
To view the “Leading Personal Injury Plaintiff's Lawyers” list, click here. To learn more about
Clifford Law Offices, click here.
About Clifford Law Offices
Clifford Law Offices is ranked one of the top law firms in Illinois as well as in the country in the
area of complex personal injury and wrongful death cases such as medical malpractice, aviation
litigation, products liability, premises liability and transportation litigation. It also has developed a
reputation in class action litigation and whistleblower cases as well as commercial litigation
cases. http://www.cliffordlaw.com

